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. X-ray data and calculated Cartesian coordinates for (a) I, (b) IF, (c) ICl and (d) IBr compounds. Theory level of calculations is PBE1PBE/6-311G (d,p) . Table S3 . Gibbs free energies, transitions, oscillator strengths and their related rotatory (Rotatory strength in velocity form and Rotatory strength in length form) in the ECD spectra of compound (IF) at the PBE1PBE/6-311G(d,p) theory level. Energies (Eg, eV), total energy (ETot, hartrees) and dipole moment (Debyes) for I, IF, ICl and IBr compounds calculated at PBE1PBE/6-311G(d,p) and PBE1PBE-D3/6-311G(d,p) theory levels. Figure S2 . 
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Electronic Circular Dichroism (ECD) calculations
Structure determination is mostly achieved by interpretation of MS (mass spectrometry), NMR Experimentally a R chiral compound was prefered in crystalography, it is reasonably perceived that the calculated ECD of the major conformer should reflect when the configuracions are correct and appropriate. The simulated ECD theoretical spectra of R-and S-(IF) enantiomers are shown in Figure 3 . In the ECD curve of R-(IF), the diagnostic Cotton effects (CEs) were two strong negative signals with Rotational strengths of -59.11 and -46.63 cgs, while for S-(IF) the ECD spectrum was opposite to that of R-(IF) with slightly weaker intensities of 59.10 and 46.62 cgs consistent with the optical rotation results and concluded that the R-(IF) and S-(IF) absolute configurations assigned
to IF system may be present crystallographically on theoretical study in gas phas. Table 3 presents the results that the two conformers exist crystallographically since the Gibbs free energies, wavelength, oscillator strength, rotatory strength in velocity form and rotatory strength in length form are practically the same but of the opposite sign.
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